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Tracking the spread of coronavirus with a map

This map created by Johns Hopkins University's Center for Systems Science and Engineering on January 22 tracks the spread and location
of the deadly novel coronavirus. Map: John Hopkins University Center for Systems Science and Engineering

A map created by U.S. researchers tracks in real-time a virus in China that has sickened almost

6,000 people and resulted in 132 deaths as of January 29. This new virus is a strain in the

coronavirus family and has been linked to an outbreak of pneumonia. Global public health officials

are concerned about its potential to spread around the world, which is why they are closely

tracking it. 

"Transparent Data Sources"

Researchers at Johns Hopkins University's Center for Systems Science and Engineering launched

the map on January 22. They suggest that the virus may be growing faster than what sources have

reported so far. 

"We think it is important for the public to have an understanding of the situation as it unfolds,

with transparent data sources," said Lauren Gardner. Gardner is a professor in civil and systems

engineering at Johns Hopkins University and led the team that produced the map.
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The map shows the official global death toll. It also plots out a higher infection rate, showing the

virus has made 555 people sick as of January 22.

A Live-Animal Market In Wuhan, China

The outbreak is centered in Wuhan, China — a city of 11 million residents — where the virus was

traced back to a live-animal market. Outside of China, cases have been reported so far this week in

the U.S., Taiwan, Thailand, South Korea and Japan, the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC) reported.

Novel coronavirus belongs to a family of viruses linked to gastrointestinal and respiratory

infections in pigs, dogs, bats, cats, poultry and other animals. When spread to humans, it triggers

respiratory symptoms, affecting the lungs.

The virus spreads through water droplets that spew into the air when an infected person sneezes

or coughs. Those droplets spread the virus when they are inhaled through a person's nose or

mouth or wiped into their eyes, according to Daniel Kuritzkes. Kuritzkes is chief of the Division of

Infectious Diseases at a hospital in Boston, Massachusetts.

Gardner said the map is a "very simple" collection of reported cases gathered from local sources.

Mapping Media Reports

To make the map, Gardner and her team combed through and compiled local Chinese media

reports. The reports were then translated into English and their locations were mapped. As new

reports come in, the map is updated, Gardner said.

Since there is much the public health community still does not know about novel coronavirus, "it's

hard to keep it up to date," she said. People may not know they are infected until they show

symptoms. Another important thing to keep in mind is that novel coronavirus in many ways

resembles influenza, the common flu, so people may not realize they have it.

"There's not a lot of other global cases reported yet," Gardner said. "They'll happen because people

travel."

The timing of the outbreak is opportunistic for the virus, and dangerous for people. This week,

millions of people are embarking on international travel, particularly in and out of East Asia, for

Lunar New Year celebrations — the world's largest annual human migration.

Extreme Measures To Fight The Outbreak

In China, authorities have taken extreme measures to prevent further spread of the virus. They

suspended train and airplane travel from Wuhan along with bus, subway and ferry travel, a

Chinese news agency reported. These measures effectively quarantined the city, isolating it from

the rest of China.

"Public transport and other mass gatherings should be avoided," said World Health Organization

(WHO) Director-General Tedros Adhanom.

As of January 24, there were two reported cases of the coronavirus in the U.S. One person in

Washington state has been infected with the virus after traveling to Wuhan. A woman in Chicago,

Illinois, was also diagnosed with the virus after traveling back to the U.S. from Wuhan. 
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The CDC increased its travel warning to U.S. residents and Great Britain issued an advisory

against all, except essential, travel to Wuhan. 

As the outbreak spreads beyond China, Gardner said her team will rely on WHO and CDC data to

keep their map up to date.


